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Build minimal fully-provisioned images in seconds. No legacy OS. No containers. No drift.
Boxfuse generates minimal images for your application in seconds. They boot directly on virtual
hardware. There is no classic OS and no container runtime. Boxfuse images are
fully-provisioned at build time. Instances are immutable and identical in all environments, both
on your local machine and on AWS. Boxfuse analyses your application and generates the
smallest possible image to run it. A Node. The image is directly bootable on virtual hardware
and includes a bootloader, a kernel, a JVM or Node. Boxfuse generates the image on-the-fly in 5
seconds on Windows, Mac and Linux. Boxfuse integrates with frameworks like Revel , Node. It
uses their native configuration files to automatically set up health checks, port definitions and
AWS resources like security groups and elastic load balancers. No additional configuration is
required on your part. All settings are auto-detected and applied intelligently for you. Boxfuse
images have the smallest possible attack surface. They are always hardened and capable of
doing exactly one thing: running your application as efficiently and securely as possible. There
is no SSH on board and all instances are guaranteed to be identical across all environments. In
addition to its command-line client, Boxfuse comes with plugins for popular build tools like
Maven or Gradle so you can generate, integration test and deploy images directly from your
build script. Boxfuse also comes with a secure online repository for your images called the
Boxfuse Vault. All deployments are atomic. A new version of the application is only put into
service once it has passed the configured health checks. Only then does Boxfuse take the old
version offline. The entire process is fully automatic and requires no manual intervention on
your behalf. All other trademarks, trade names, logos or service marks mentioned on this site
belong to their respective owners. This site collects anonymous usage information through
Google Analytics. Deploy your JVM, Node. Start Deploying Effortlessly. The End of Application
Deployment as you know it. Minimal Images Boxfuse generates minimal images for your
application in seconds. Immutable Instances Boxfuse images are fully-provisioned at build time.
For containerization of our core api, we use Boxfuse. The Boxfuse service supports Dropwizard
applications out of the box and provides a highly efficient method of building deployable
images that are optimized for speed and space. We have found Boxfuse to produce smaller
images than Docker Why you'll love Boxfuse. Images measured in MB, not GB. Deep and
powerful integration. Secure and production-ready by design. Made for Continuous
Deployment. How does Boxfuse work? With Boxfuse we can focus on development. The Maven
integration in our automated build allows us to deliver our software continuously, reliably and
with great ease. We especially like the immutable infrastructure mindset and the zero effort
integration with AWS. Built for the Open Technologies You Trust. Works with. How Boxfuse
works. Continuous Delivery is all the hype these days. This training makes it a reality. We start
with an overview of what Continuous Delivery is and how it can help you. We then quickly dive
into the details. You will learn what it takes to architect a Java application so that it can be
delivered continuously into production, with code, configuration and database delta, multiple
times a day, with Zero Downtime. Buckle up! This class is intensive and hands-on. You build an
entire Java web app to the point where it deploys continuously, with zero downtime. We tackle
the hard problems with a battle-tested approach you will be able to apply immediately. One day
of intensive Flyway instruction. We begin with a quick overview of what problems database
migration tools set out to solve. We then quickly move into thorough coverage of everything
from Flyway basics to topics like existing project integration, API and build tool plugins. We
finally cover more advanced topics like effective test data management, backward compatible
migrations and zero-downtime migrations. This class comes with plenty of hands-on time with
Flyway and will take you from complete newcomer status to Flyway competence, or from
passing familiarity to Flyway and database migrations expertise. Boxfuse builds minimal
fully-provisioned images in seconds. These images are immutable and tailor-made to do only
one thing: run your app as efficiently as possible on the cloud. There is no ssh, no general
purpose operating system and no tedious provisioning. Boxfuse images are lean, secure and
efficient. You can run them on VirtualBox for development and deploy them unchanged and
with zero downtime on AWS for test and production. While Boxfuse works with any. All you
need is a GitHub user to get started. The Boxfuse free plan aligns perfectly with the AWS free
tier, so you can deploy your application to EC2 completely free. Flyway is an open-source
database migration tool. It strongly favors simplicity and convention over configuration. It has a
Command-line client. I'm also the founder and project lead of Flyway , the open-source
database migration tool. All other trademarks, trade names, logos or service marks mentioned
on this site belong to their respective owners. This site collects anonymous usage information
through Google Analytics. USt-ID Nr. Your message looked like spam. Want to deploy your JVM,
Node. Try our service Boxfuse. Home Blog. Hi, I'm Axel. Software is what I do. I architect,
develop, audit, talk, train and write. Contact Axel. Your Software Architecture. A professional

look through an independent set of eyes to provide you an honest and untainted view of your
software architecture. Together we discuss and define the goals of the architecture review. We
determine the areas of interest and which qualities to focus on, all tailored to your needs and
budget. I then perform an in-depth analysis of your system. I first look at the high-level aspects,
then I take a deep dive into the areas of interest and the architectural qualities we agreed upon.
Afterwards I present you my findings, with specific improvement recommendations and next
steps to take. This happens in-person in an interactive fashion. This is then followed, if you
desire, by a written report. As the review completes, we evaluate the need for follow up
sessions. In these sessions I assess the progress made by your development team and ensure
it stays on course. Axel came highly recommended and his domain expertise became evident in
our very first talk. He understood our situation and needs immediately, and was very willing to
accommodate our extremely short timelines. Working with him has been an education every
step of our time-boxed process. We look forward to call upon his services again in the future!
Chiel Liezenberg - Founder okit. Axel is a very good listener. His range of knowledge and
experience allowed him to communicate easily with our developers and system administrators.
What made the experience unique was his ability to communicate just as easily with
non-technical executives. We especially appreciated how Axel brought our questions and
challenges back to fundamental business objectives. This prevented us from getting
sidetracked and forced us to face tough strategic decisions. Martin Millican - President, Envoke.
He managed to evaluate the application in an extremely short time frame. His work resulted in a
very detailed summary which provides precise recommendations regarding activities in order to
increase the maturity of the software. He gets things done and is always focused on the end
goal or deliverable. Request an on-site Architecture Review. Take your team to another level.
Expert training with deep insights. Delivered at your company. The Highest Level of Expertise.
Get trained straight from the source by the person who actually wrote the software. I designed
and developed Flyway. No-one knows it better than I do. By an International Conference
Speaker. With years of public speaking under my belt, in multiple countries and several
languages, you'll get first class presentation performance by an expert speaker. Together we
can discuss and tailor the contents of the training to meet your specific needs. This will ensure
maximum and immediate applicability to your business context. These trainings are delivered
by me personally, worldwide. The course was a mixture of theory, coding and also had enough
room for open discussions. I definitely recommend it. The workshop "Architecting for
Continuous Delivery: from Zero to Hero" provided me with the necessary tools to successfully
tackle the challenges of deploying software continuously. Axel's expertise on the subject and
his pragmatic approach made the two days a joy to attend. I enjoyed every minute of this
intense training that was as thoroughly planned as it was carried out. I am looking forward to
the next session and to utilize Flyway in a production environment. Details and Dates. Over the
last few years, I have given a large number of talks at conferences and user groups. Upcoming
talk Past talk. Architecture for the Cloud. Rise of the Machines Images: Very nice talk about
immutable infrastructure by axelfontaine qconlondon. Great talk by axelfontaine. Nice to see a
live demo that shows real life technical solutions. Very nice talk on infrastructure by
axelfontaine. Good questions, observations and ideas. Helps to rethink settled concepts.
Consequently the room is fully packed. Runder Talk rund um Deployment von axelfontaine.
Really enjoyed axelfontaine's talk tonight. Another excellent devbash and BelfastJUG event. If
you're not attending these ur missing out! Interesting talk by axelfontaine about infrastructure
automation for PaaS with boxfuse. Inspiring talk axelfontaine about continuous delivery in
jfokus. Really good stuff from axelfontaine, "maybe we don't need to roll back, but we can roll
forward" jfokus. Excellent continuous delivery presentation by axelfontaine. Wenn man an
einem Vortrag zum Thema Continuous Delivery teilgenommen haben muss, dann den von
axelfontaine Spitze! DevoxxFR, "architecting for continuous delivery", axelfontaine, super
talk!!!! Very good talk on continuous deployment by axelfontaineâ€¦ jdays. Thanks axelfontaine
for talking about continuous delivery at jugch It was a great and inspiring Talk. The deployment
part was most interesting. Ask Axel to present. I've written a number of articles for magazines,
my blog and around the web. These are the most popular ones. The leading article for the Java
Magazin The issue also includes an interview with me as author of the month. The e-book is
available both on Kindle and on iBooks iPad or iPhone. I am the founder and CEO of Boxfuse.
Visit the Boxfuse homepage. I am the founder and project lead of Flyway. At 4,, downloads per
year it is the industry de facto standard for database migrations. Visit the Flyway homepage.
About Axel. I'm an entrepreneur, public speaker and software development expert based in
Munich. You can find me on Twitter as axelfontaine. Some of the clients I've had the pleasure to
work together with. Latest Tweets. Latest Blog Posts. Maven Release Plugin: Dead and Buried
Immutable Infrastructure and Cloud Architecture Talks Jfokus and Nighthacking interview Java

Magazin article and Fall speaking tour Relational Database Popularity Ranking Flyway 2. Follow
Axel on Twitter. Read Axel's blog. Flyway and Boxfuse are registered trademarks of Boxfuse
GmbH. Close Send. Robust schema evolution across all your environments. With ease,
pleasure, and plain SQL. Get started with Flyway. Version control for your database, so you can
migrate it with ease and confidence. Flyway lets you regain control of your migrations with
ease. Flyway migrates your database, so you don't have to worry about it. Migrate from any
version including an empty database to the latest version of the schema. Ship migrations
together with the application and run them automatically on startup using the API. Join the
hundreds of thousands of delighted users. For that reason it has become the favourite
migration tool in the Spring Boot team. Flyway makes it as painless as possible to automate this
process. It simplifies database migration and seamlessly integrates with your application
lifecycle. This makes setting up and maintaining database schemas a breeze. We use it across
all environments including production, making it a perfect fit for our continuous delivery and
zero downtime pipeline. I highly recommend it. How does Flyway work? What are the first
steps? Download Flyway. What is the state of Database DevOps in ? Learn about the state of
Database DevOps in Flyway Version control for your database Robust schema evolution across
all your environments. Get started with Flyway Stay updated about Flyway Get all the latest
guides, community news, product updates, and resources. Database migrations made easy
Version control for your database, so you can migrate it with ease and confidence. Simple to
use Flyway lets you regain control of your migrations with ease. Why database migrations?
Solves one problem well Flyway migrates your database, so you don't have to worry about it.
Get up and running in 5 minutes. Get started with the command line tool. Get started with the
Gradle plugin. It just works. Refreshingly simple. No proprietary XML formats, no lock-in. No
limits Java-based migrations for advanced data transformations and handling with LOBs.
Convention over configuration Filesystem and classpath scanning to automatically discover
SQL and Java migrations. Highly reliable Safe for cluster environments. Multiple machines can
migrate in parallel. Auto-migration on startup Ship migrations together with the application and
run them automatically on startup using the API. Fail fast Inconsistent database or failed
migration prevents app from starting. Schema clean Drop all tables, views, triggers, and more
from a schema without dropping the schema itself. Your relational database. Choose from the
wide range of supported databases. Aurora MySQL. Percona XtraDB cluster. SQL Server.
Aurora PostgreSQL. Sybase ASE. What people are saying Join the hundreds of thousands of
delighted users. Armin Gattung Freelance consultant. Ready to get started? Get started with
Flyway How does Flyway work? This documentation site is open source. This page documents
deployments using dpl v1 which currently is the default version. The next major version dpl v2
will be released soon, and we recommend starting to use it. Please see our blog post for details.
Travis CI can automatically deploy your Boxfuse application after a successful build. For a
minimal configuration, all you need to do is add the following to your. We recommended that
you encrypt your Boxfuse user and secret. Assuming you have the Travis CI command line
client installed, you can do it like this you will be prompted for values on the command line :.
Finally you can also fully configure Boxfuse by placing a boxfuse. More info about configuration
in the Boxfuse Command-line Client documentation. By default Boxfuse will detect the app and
the version automatically from the name of your payload file. You can override this like this:. By
default Boxfuse will deploy to your test environment. You can also fully configure Boxfuse by
placing a boxfuse. You can specify an alternative configuration file like this:. Go to the Boxfuse
website to learn more about Boxfuse and how to configure it. We have been in the industry
since a decade. We have retained our clients due to our reasonable pricing, Prompt after sales
service and Professionalism. Our clientele consists of more than clients all over India which
includes cities, villages and rural sectors to whom we supply kit form material for their PCB
assemblies and connection. Our products are also sold to more than traders. With a Brand
name 'SYN' we have a heat sink manufacturing unit of sq. Our aim is to provide excellent
service to all our customers. Our success has been possible due to our accurate assessment of
our products which in turn results in happy customers. We welcome all our clients to partner
with us. We would like to provide you with high quality products with reasonable prices and
competent services. Shop No
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. Have a requirement? Get Best Price. Fuse Type Box Current Rating 6amp. Voltage V. Contact
Seller Ask for best deal. Get Latest Price Request a quote. Grant Road East, Mumbai,
Maharashtra. View Mobile Number. Wholesale Trader. Company Video. Ask for more details

from the seller Contact Seller. Product Details. Minimum Order Quantity Piece. Specifications:
6amp. Slow Blow. We have customers for boxFuse in China,Hongkong,Singapore and all over
the world.. Additional Information Production Capacity Interested in this product? Get Latest
Price from the seller. Contact Seller. Product Image. Company Details. About the Company.
Year of Establishment Legal Status of Firm Individual - Proprietor. Nature of Business
Wholesale Trader. Number of Employees Upto 10 People. Annual Turnover Rs. I agree to the
terms and privacy policy. Seller Contact Details Prism Electronics. View Mobile No. Send SMS.
Send Email. Save time! Get Best Deal. Follow us on: Facebook Twitter linkedin. All rights
reserved.

